1. P/N: X100WCOLOR
   HOUSING & PLUNGER: MOLDED NYLON. AVAILABLE IN TEN COLORS.
   CONTACT BLADE: GOLD PLATED BeCu.
   SPRING: STAINLESS STEEL

2. P/N: 9260COLOR
   HOUSING: MOLDED NYLON. AVAILABLE IN TEN COLORS.
   FRAME: NICKEL PLATED BRASS.
   CONTACT: NICKEL PLATED BeCu OR PHOSPHOR BRONZE.

3. P/N: W-600/COLOR
   18AWG 65X36 TINNED COPPER
   0.144 [3.66] O.D. PVC INSULATION
   AVAILABLE IN TEN COLORS.

4. PERFORMANCE
   MAXIMUM CURRENT: 4.0 AMPS
   MAXIMUM VOLTAGE: 5000 W.V.D.C.
   MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE: 221°F (105°C)